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BACKGROUND
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Our preschool
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Cash flows
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THE CHALLENGE
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Timeline of events
• Summer 2015 

• Director announces retirement
• College announces Director’s line 

will be reduced
• High-school announces plans to 

reclaim facility

• October 2015
• Board identifies two candidate 

facilities

• November 2015
• Board learns that one candidate 

facility is no longer available

• December 2015
• Framing
• Modeling

• January 2016
• Model handover
• Decision made and announced

• February 2016
• New lease drafted
• New director position 

advertisement drafted

• March 2016
• Lease signed
• Director position advertised
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Representing the decision problem
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IMPACT
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We understand now that if we
make changes in the right
places, we can totally do this

Things before felt hazy…
now we have confidence that
this can work

I’m excited to begin working
on the new school!

We're simply the parents
who happened to be
attending… when they pulled
the plug, and NOT meant to
be selfless people who work
themselves silly for years
trying to beat ridiculous odds
to keep it going

I was pretty emotional…  and 
had several sleepless nights. 

Impact

Before After
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LESSONS
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A is for “Advocate”
I was emailing you ladies because you're the
"money-projection-gals" of the group….

Before Enrico was a professor, he was a
decision analysis consultant who built models
to help businesses make decisions.

Holy cow, yes, please!

I have a really clumsy model with inaccurate 
numbers I'm happy to share with him.

I have no shame in admitting that I'm totally 
winging it (aren't we all with this entire thing??) 
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B is for “Breezy”

I had a couple of ideas that might help you (and the 
board) get the most value from the model…Since 
‘we simply don't know’ a few of these numbers, 
bounding the problem with best- and worst- case 
and most likely estimates can be really helpful.

As an example, how many students do other 
schools enroll in their PM programs?   The smallest 
number we find can be our worst case, while the 
biggest one can be our best case. 
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C is for “Color”
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C is for “Color”
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D is for “Decision Support System”
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I opened the laptop at the meeting and
asked them, ‘What do we want?’

Having a model gave us structure to input
assumptions and make decisions

Getting a sensible answer on the spot
made everything real



Summary
is for Advocate

is for Breezy

is for Color

is for Decision Support System
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